Comfortable.

Get

The fastest growing marching brand is now available with the most advanced carriers & stands by MAY.™

SPECS:
Monoposto/Biposto Tubular Vest
Hinge Carriers

Aluminum Tube Carriers

AIRlift Stadium Hardware

model

description

model

description

RM-SHSA

AIRlift Stadium Hardware Stand for
Snare Drum, Compatible With RM-ATS
and RM-MS Snare Attachments

RM-SHQA

AIRlift Stadium Hardware Stand for
Multi-Toms, Compatible With RM-ATQ
and RM-BT Mounting Backrails

RM-SHBA

AIRlift Stadium Hardware Stand for
Bass Drum

model

description
RM-ATSBB

RM-MSABS

Monoposto Snare Carrier w/ Contour
Hinge and ABS (Articulating Back
Support) System, Includes RM-MS
Attachment for Quantum XT, Agility
and other high tension snare drums

Aluminum Tubular Snare Carrier
with RM-ATS Snare Attachment for
Quantum XT, Agility and other high
tension snare drums

RM-ATQBB

RM-BTABS

Biposto Multi-Tom Carrier w/ Contour
Hinge and ABS (Articulating Back
Support) System, Includes RM-BT
Mounting Backrail for 8023, 0234,
68023, 60234, 668023, 660234, and
680234 configurations (additional
connection hardware may be
required)

Aluminum Tubular Multi-Tom Carrier
with RM-ATQ Mounting Backrail
for 8023, 0234, 68023, 60234,
668023, and 660234 configurations
(additional connection hardware may
be required)

RM-ATBBB

Aluminum Tubular Bass Drum Carrier

RM-MBABS

Monoposto Bass Drum Carrier w/
Contour Hinge and ABS (Articulating
Back Support) System

All MAY™ carries are covered under various patents but not limited to: 5,691,492 6,028,257 6,323,407 6,329,583 6,172,290 6,403,869
6,881,886 7,071,401 RE-42487 7,673,776 7,166,790, 7,420,110 7,326,842 7,810,684 7,394,008 8,053,655 with multiple patents pending.
All MAY Stadium Hardware stands and MAY Airlift are covered under various patents but not limited to 7,703,725 7,588,228 7,438,266
7,718,878 with multiple patents pending.

Mapex introduces MAY ™ innovation
*Aircraft Aluminum
Construction

rm - mbabs

MAY AIRlift Stadium Stands are integrated with an
innovative air suspension system that counters the
weight of the drum. The telescoping tube adjusts
up and down effortlessly ensuring easy positioning
of your instrument.

rm -atbbb

bass

bass

The revolutionary ABS™ is an ergonomic
cornerstone of the Posto carrier design. Promoting
spinal structure support, the ABS helps to
correctly distribute weight and energy ensuring
both comfort and safety.

rm - msabs
snare
rm -atsbb

rm - shba

snare

bass

rm - shsa
snare
rm - btabs

rm -atqbb

toms

toms

rm - shqa
toms

Height Adjustment Range
Bass: 54”-74”

Height Adjustment Range
Snare: 34”-45”

Monoposto/Biposto® Carriers by MAY™

Height Adjustment Range
Tenor: 32”-43”

Monoposto/Biposto marching carriers by MAY ensure complete freedom
of movement, in complete ergonomic comfort. The Monoposto/Biposto

Aluminum Tube Carriers by MAY™

AIRlift Stadium Hardware by MAY™

bridge transfers all sheer and torque load away from the abdomen plate

Aluminum Tube Carriers by MAY feature simple, ergonomic lightweight design. This

Integrated with an innovative air suspension system, the telescoping tube glides up and down effortlessly ensuring

while the Articulating Back Support (ABS™), Contour Hinge™ and multi-axis

patented design is ideal for comfort and is fully adjustable to fit all students from

easy, instant set up and positioning of your instrument. A single leg can adjust independently of the other two legs to

shoulder adjustability conform to all body types, yielding the ultimate in stability,

smallest to largest. Extended torso adjustment and full shoulder rotation facilitate

ensure stable support of the instrument whether on the field or in the stadium stands. The Drop and Lock Technology

control and comfort.

comfort while the sturdy aluminum construction insures strength and durability.

integrates with MAY carriers for instant mount and dismount from carrier to corresponding Stadium Hardware Stand.

